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To create new functional materials for advanced technologies, control over their hierarchical structures and orders is vital for obtaining the desired properties. We utilized and functionalized fullerene (C60) and polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS), and assembled these particles with polymers to form those hierarchical structures. The structures of these assemblies along with the resulting ordered structures were analyzed to determine their structure-property relationships. One of the most illustrating examples is a series of novel giant surfactants and lipids possessing a well-defined amphiphilic head and polymeric tails. Various architectures of this class of materials have been constructed and their self-assembly processes in solution, in the condensed bulk and thin films have been investigated. Another set of examples are “nano-atoms.” These classes of molecules are designed to possess features of molecular Janus particles with various symmetry breakings. When specific interactions are introduced, these “nano-atoms” are functioned as building blocks to construct different amplified molecules and further to self-assemble into hierarchical ordered structures. Their thermodynamic phase diagrams and kinetic pathways are explored to understand this new class of materials and their potential applications in modern technologies.